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Monitoring, Security, and Rescue Techniques in Multiagent Systems (Advances in Soft Computing)Springer, 2005
In todays society the issue of security, understood in the widest context, have become a crucial one. The people of the information age, having instant access to the sources of knowledge and information expect the technology to improve their safety in all respects. That, straightforwardly, leads to the demand for methods, technologies, frameworks...
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Numerical Methods in Engineering with MATLABCambridge University Press, 2009

	The second edition was largely precipitated by the introduction of anonymous functions into MATLAB. This feature, which allows us to embed functions in a program, rather than storing them in separate files, helps to alleviate the scourge of MATLAB programmers – proliferation of small files. In this edition, we have recoded all the...
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QuickBase: The Missing ManualO'Reilly, 2007

	
		Ready to put Intuit's QuickBase to work? Our new Missing Manual shows you how to capture, modify, share, and manage data and documents with this web-based data-sharing program quickly and easily. No longer do you have to coordinate your team through a blizzard of emails or play frustrating games of "guess which document is...
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Sass and Compass for DesignersPackt Publishing, 2013

	The CSS preprocessor, Sass, is becoming the de-facto standard for producing cross-browser CSS more maintainable and with more ease. It supercharges CSS with features that make previously difficult and time-consuming tasks trivial. This book concentrates on distilling the techniques in a straightforward manner making it accessible to all, even...
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Team Foundation Server 2013 CustomizationPackt Publishing, 2014

	Learn how to customize TFS and create useful plugins for your organization


	Overview

	
		This book accelerates the understanding of TFS extension points
	
		Learn how to create a JavaScript web access plugin
	
		Discover the tips and tricks of customizing TFS



	In...
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Excel 2013 SimplifiedVisual, 2013

	A friendly, visual approach to learning the basics of Excel 2013


	As the world's leading spreadsheet program, Excel is a spreadsheet and data analysis tool that is part of the Microsoft Office suite. The new Excel 2013 includes new features and functionalities that require users of older versions to re-learn the...
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Embed with Games: A Year on the Couch with Game DevelopersBirlinn Ltd, 2016

	In January of 2014 Cara wasn't quite making rent but her cultural criticism on games for places like The Guardian seemed pretty popular. On a whim she pledged to her Twitter followers that she would do gonzo journalism and travel each month to stay with game creators she found across the world, if they put a bit of money towards...
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Linux Shell Scripting EssentialsPackt Publishing, 2015

	Learn shell scripting to solve complex shell-related problems and to efficiently automate your day-to-day tasks


	About This Book

	
		Familiarize yourself with the terminal by learning about powerful shell features
	
		Automate tasks by writing shell scripts for repetitive work
	...
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Developing with PDF: Dive Into the Portable Document FormatO'Reilly, 2013

	
		PDF is becoming the standard for digital documents worldwide, but it’s not easy to learn on your own. With capabilities that let you use a variety of images and text, embed audio and video, and provide links and navigation, there’s a lot to explore. This practical guide helps you understand how to work with PDF to...
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Instant HTML5 2D PlatformerPackt Publishing, 2013

	
		Learn how to develop a 2D HTML5 platformer that is capable of running in modern browsers

	
		Overview

		
			Learn something new in an Instant! A short, fast, focused guide delivering immediate results
	
			Learn about HTML5 2D game development and how to create your own HTML5 games

...
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How to Do Everything with Flash 8McGraw-Hill, 2005
Bring new life to your graphics and easily create and publish movies, sound files, presentations, interactive web content, and much more with help from this step-by-step guide. How to Do Everything with Flash 8 shows you how to get the most from this tremendously powerful multimedia design tool through easy-to-follow and well-organized...
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Beginning T-SQLApress, 2014

	Beginning T-SQL is a performance-oriented introduction to the T-SQL language underlying the Microsoft SQL Server database engine. T-SQL is essential in writing SQL statements to get data into and out of a database. T-SQL is the foundation for business logic embedded in the database in the form of stored procedures and functions....
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